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President’s Letter
Dear fellow PSAN members,
We had a Board of Directors meeting on September 18, 2015, and we discussed changes to our Constitution and By-laws that LaVern Schroeder and
Richard Hansen had proposed as a committee. This will hopefully be voted
on at our December 4, 2015 meeting and then brought before the General
Assembly meeting at our January 2016 Winter Convention for a vote by the
members.

[president photo]

With the Winter Convention coming up, we need nominations for the Head Chainman Award. We
need these nominations by our December 4, 2015 Board of Directors meeting and they have to be in
writing. So, get your nominations to Connie Arnold by November 20th so she can get them to the
board in time for our meeting.
Regina Andrijesk, President of the County Assessor’s Association, has asked for a panel of County
Surveyors and the State Surveyor to talk at the NACO Convention in Kearney on December 10, 2015. Hopefully this will create a good relationship with the assessors across the state.
The 2016 Winter Convention will be January 28-29, 2016, in
Grand Island at the Midtown Holiday Inn. Hope to see all of
you there.
Your President,
Wayne Dietz
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The Land Surveyor’s Guide to the Supreme Court of Nebraska
Chapter 11 – Tex v Pflug (1888)
Here we reach a truly pivotal case, which was destined to establish the manner in which the Court
would handle all adverse possession claims involving boundary issues going forward. At this early
date, the courts of many states were very reluctant to allow adverse possession to have any impact upon
boundaries, and they adopted various rules which effectively prevented adverse possession from being
used to render properly documented boundaries irrelevant, in an effort to limit adverse possession to
those cases presenting genuine title conflicts, as opposed to boundary disputes. The foremost of these
rules came to be widely known as "the mistake doctrine", since it provided that no plain mistake alone,
made by any land owner, regarding the location of any of his property boundaries, could result in either
a gain or a loss of land. Under this rule, the principal point of judicial focus was the subjective intent of
each land owner, thus no party could successfully complete adverse possession of any portion of any
adjoining property, unless he consciously intended to take the relevant area from the adjoining land
owner, because if he had no such intent his possession of the area at issue could not be legally classified as adverse, since it represented a mere mistake on his part. Of course this judicial position made
proving adverse possession of a portion of any tract practically impossible, since evidence that any
kind of mistake had been made by either party in ascertaining a given boundary location eliminated the
possibility of any adverse claim, and some mistaken notion regarding boundaries, on the part of one
party or the other, can virtually always be shown in such instances. This policy had it's intended effect
in numerous states, most of which were situated along the east coast, restraining the use of adverse possession for the purpose of claiming a fragment of an adjoining lot, parcel or tract, where no title conflict existed, while allowing statutes of limitation to be freely used as intended, to quiet one title covering an entire existing tract against a competing title pertaining to the same whole tract. The courts of all
states gradually relented however, and this restriction on adverse possession eventually fell out of judicial favor nationwide over the course of the twentieth century, as all of the states came to accept the
idea that adverse possession can control and even effectively eradicate boundaries as well as title. As
we have already seen in reviewing the Trussell case, decided just 6 years before the case we are about
to review, the Court was open to the concept of boundary relocation through agreement followed by
land use, even without any documentation of such a boundary alteration, accepting the premise that the
statute of limitations was applicable to such situations. Its not surprising therefore, that in our present
case the Court chose not to adopt the mistake doctrine for Nebraska, electing instead to embrace the
concept that adverse possession can have the effect of altering existing boundaries, by creating an entirely new original boundary that effectively negates the boundary location of record, based solely upon
land use.
1864 – Pflug acquired the NE1/4 of the NW1/4 of a certain Section 13. Whether or not he was the patentee of his
quarter quarter is unknown, but upon acquiring the land Pflug ordered a survey, then he fenced the boundaries that
had been surveyed for him and he began farming his land up to his fence lines in the usual manner. The NW1/4 of
the NW1/4 was vacant open prairie at this time, but it had evidently been patented, and Pflug began leasing that
quarter quarter from it's owner, for use as a pasture and a hay field. Presumably both of these quarter quarters had
been described using only the typical aliquot terminology.
1865 – Tex acquired the NW1/4 of the NW1/4, thereby becoming Pflug's landlord, and he ordered a survey of his
quarter quarter, which indicated that the sixteenth line between his land and that of Pflug was about 15 feet east of
Pflug's fence. Tex took no action upon this information at this time however, apparently because Pflug was leasing
the land that Tex had just acquired, so Tex evidently considered the location of Pflug's fence to be inconsequential.
1866 to 1887 – Tex evidently had no interest in making any personal use of the NW1/4 of the NW1/4, and never
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

did so, he was apparently content to lease his land to Pflug, thereby allowing Pflug to have control over the whole
north half of the NW1/4 on that basis. How long the lease held by Pflug lasted is unknown, but at an unspecified
time during the latter portion of this period, Tex presumably decided to either sell or develop his land, so he informed Pflug that he was not interested in leasing his tract any longer, and at that time he told Pflug to move his
west fence 15 feet to the east. Pflug refused however, forcing Tex to file an action against him, seeking to have
Pflug legally compelled to move or remove his fence, and to have the physical extent of their respective titles defined by judicial decree.

Tex argued that his 1865 survey had correctly located the sixteenth line, and he was therefore entitled to all of the land west of that line, regardless of how the 15 foot strip had been used, since it was
clearly part of his quarter quarter, according to his survey. Tex further argued that the fence which had
been built by Pflug simply represented a plain mistake on Pflug's part, concerning the location of his
west boundary, so it could not support any claim of adverse possession, because there was no evidence
that Pflug had ever claimed to own part of the NW1/4 of the NW1/4. Tex also asserted that since Pflug
had leased the NW1/4 of the NW1/4 from him, Pflug had thereby openly acknowledged Tex's ownership of that quarter quarter, so none of Pflug's use of the land was ever adverse, and Pflug could not
prove that he had ever intended to adversely acquire ownership of any part of the NW1/4 of the
NW1/4. Pflug did not argue that the survey which had been done for Tex was incorrect, but he argued
that his use of the fenced area was based upon the survey that had been done for him, therefore his
fence did not represent a mistake, it accurately marked the boundary of the area that he had always
claimed to own. Pflug further argued that even if the fence was placed in a mistaken location, that did
not prevent him from invoking the statute of limitations against Tex, because the fence represented not
only a boundary, but also an open claim of title to all of the fenced land. In addition, Pflug maintained
that his lease was irrelevant, because he had only leased the NW1/4 of the NW1/4, he had not leased
the NE1/4 of the NW1/4, which he owned, and the presence of his fence had provided open notice that
he was claiming the fenced area as part of the NE1/4 of the NW1/4, so he had held all of the fenced
land under a legitimate claim of ownership, regardless of the lease. The trial court decided that the passage of time had made the accuracy or inaccuracy of the two surveys statutorily irrelevant, and therefore quieted title up to the fence line in Pflug, based upon his sole use of the land east of the fence, for a
period of time that was clearly well in excess of the statutory period.
Tex had become Pflug's landlord in 1865, and he may well have been aware of the general rule
that a tenant, being legally the agent of his landlord, can never adversely possess his own landlord's
property. This may have given Tex a false sense of security, leading him to pay no heed to the fence
location for many years, but this supposition on his part was fatally flawed, because his landlord and
tenant relationship with Pflug merely prevented Pflug from claiming that he owned Tex's entire quarter
quarter, it did not prevent Pflug from defending the established boundary of his own quarter quarter.
The fact that both litigants held aliquot parts, described in the typical PLSS fashion, was critical to the
precedential significance of this case, because such descriptions alone can create no title conflict, making this controversy a pure boundary dispute, which would have hinged solely upon the accuracy of
one surveyed location versus another, had adverse possession not been permitted to intervene. As any
boundary surveyor can see, this was a classic case of plain disagreement between two independently
performed resurveys, both of which were well over 20 years in the past by the time the matter reached
the Court, and neither of which was evidently well documented, if they were documented at all. The
Court evidently had no way of telling which survey was correct, if either one was, or even which one
was better, and this factor undoubtedly motivated the Court to take the fateful step of abandoning any
effort to adjudicate the matter as a boundary dispute. Tex had no basis upon which to maintain that his
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survey was any better than Pflug's survey, and the Court fully realized this, so the Court was understandably reluctant to accept the presumption that the survey done for Tex had accurately defined the
sixteenth line location. There was no surveyor testimony cited by the Court, presumably because neither surveyor was available, but its also quite possible that the two surveys were not even done by legitimate surveyors. In reality, Pflug had no need to prove either that his survey was correct, or that
Tex's survey was incorrect, because as it turned out, he was correct in his forecast that the Court would
honor his obvious reliance on the first survey, which was the one that had been done for him, by allowing the statute of limitations to serve to protect it, forming a theme which can be traced through many
comparable future cases. Tex was absolutely right that Pflug had certainly not intended to fence in any
part of the NW1/4 of the NW1/4, but the Court recognized that it was equally true that Pflug had
clearly always claimed the entire fenced area under his title, as a legitimate and fully open assertion of
land ownership, and he had done so on the basis of a survey. Thus it was Pflug's intent manifested on
the ground that the Court saw as the principal and controlling evidence of his true intent, as the Court
explained, placing strong emphasis upon the right of an innocent entryman to rely upon the first survey
that had been done, without regard to either it's methodology or it's correctness:
“... defendant purchased the 40 acres owned by him and ... being uncertain as to its boundary lines, he
caused the same to be surveyed and inclosed with a fence, the fence being placed upon the boundary lines
according to the survey ... the defense interposed is the statute of limitations ... it is insisted ... that he
never at any time intended to claim more than was actually conveyed to him ... and the fact that, by a mistake, his inclosure extended over the line to which he sought to fence would prevent the running of the
statute ... it is quite clear that, in leasing the land now owned by plaintiff, it was the purpose only to lease
the uncultivated land ... it might be that, in case of a mutual mistake as to the location of a partition line,
the statute of limitations would not interpose a barrier to a recovery to the true line ... whatever might be
our views upon this point, we will not discuss it ... defendant ... caused his land to be surveyed and inclosed to the surveyed line ... his fence and his forest and fruit trees, for nearly twice the period of the
statutory limit, established his boundaries ... there being sufficient evidence to sustain it, the judgment
cannot be molested.”

This decision of the Court marks the first occasion upon which adverse possession was allowed to
negate the otherwise controlling force of any PLSS boundary line in Nebraska, the Court had thereby
effectively announced that adverse possession can not only resolve title conflicts, it can also control
boundary locations, even in locations where it is quite clear that no title conflict has ever existed. In the
eyes of the Court, uncertainty as to any boundary location in the minds of the land owners was sufficient to create a title conflict, even though the boundary in question was properly documented in all
respects, and it was subject to accurate location by a qualified surveyor at any time, on the basis that
boundaries are elemental to title, and because title is meaningless without boundaries. Implicit in the
Court's decision here was the proposition that boundaries are actually just one component of title to
land, which is governed by equity, and boundaries therefore do not merit separate or unique legal treatment, representing a position to which the Court has adhered with great consistency ever since this
point in time. In taking that perspective, a major judicial Rubicon had been crossed by the Court, and
boundary litigation in Nebraska henceforward would become focused almost exclusively upon equitable factors. Pflug's innocent reliance on the survey that was done for him was no doubt a major factor
in the outcome, and although the Court properly never identified his survey as an original survey, it acknowledged that Pflug had certainly carried his burden as a grantee, by attempting to obtain an objective boundary demarcation, and that action on his part tilted the vital balance of good faith in his favor.
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

A crucial legal precedent relating to the adjudication of boundary issues in Nebraska had been set,
which the Court would go on to frequently apply and extend, even in cases not involving any such reliance upon a surveyed line, and in cases involving not just sixteenth lines, but quarter section lines and
section lines, as we will see. This case very well illustrates why surveyors are typically uncomfortable
with the intervention of adverse possession into the domain of boundary determination, which some
surveyors see as a field that should be left to their exclusive control, because adverse possession, when
applied as it was here, operates to remove all control over boundary locations from the hands of land
surveyors. Nevertheless, as of this moment in time the Court had effectively approved the entry of adverse possession into the realm of boundary law, deeming it to be a valid and conclusive means of judicial boundary resolution, and that genie having been released, was destined never to return to his bottle.
Just a few months after the Tex case, in Levy v Yerga (1889) the Court reiterated and reinforced
the position that it had just adopted, in overt defiance of the mistake doctrine, stating that "If one by
mistake inclose the land of another, and claim it as his own ... for the statutory period ... his title will be
perfect", this time in the context of a dispute involving a boundary between irregular tracts described
using metes and bounds. Quite ironically, this statement is a perfectly accurate representation of the
intended use of adverse possession, when applied with respect to an entire existing tract of land, but the
Court was unwilling to allow even well documented boundaries to limit the use of adverse possession,
and in this case the Court again approved adverse possession as a means of acquiring a mere portion of
an existing tract, converting adverse possession itself into a device for the creation of original boundaries. In the Levy case, the Court also showed how open it was to adopting objects of every kind as
boundary monuments, striving to apply and enforce the rule of monument control for the protection of
all boundaries that have been visibly established on the ground, observing that the defendant's
"possession had been with reference to a ditch as his boundary line, and as a monument thereof". Even
at this early date, the Court had already made it clear that it viewed all physical evidence relating to
land use as valid boundary evidence, which is primary in nature and typically controls over documentary evidence. In Mollie v Peters (1890) another case of partial adverse possession of an adjoining tract,
the Court took another step toward the judicial unification of title and boundary issues, further merging
the formerly distinct procedures and actions at law and in equity. Peters brought an action to quiet title
against Mollie, who was the adverse possessor in this instance, and Mollie agreed to litigate the matter
as a quiet title action, rather than insisting that Peters must file an ejectment action against him, as he
could have done. Upon defeat, Mollie insisted that he was entitled to a second trial, on the separate issue of ejectment, since that had been the typical procedure in prior controversies of the same kind, but
the trial court refused this request, which decision Mollie elected to appeal. The Court, recognizing the
genuine judicial need to combine the elements of law and equity, to stem the rapidly increasing flow of
land rights litigation, upheld the lower court ruling, on the basis that Mollie had in fact forfeited his
right to demand that this boundary dispute must be tried at law, by agreeing at the outset to engage Peters in a title action, governed by equity. These decisions of the Court were all highly instrumental in
establishing adverse possession as a device not only with which to quiet or defend title in Nebraska, but
also one with which to legitimately seek to split existing lots, parcels or tracts along equitable lines,
necessarily creating new original boundaries in so doing.
This article represents a portion of a book written in 2013 for professional land surveyors. The complete book is
available from the Nebraska State Historical Society Library or free of charge upon request directly from the
author (bportwood@mindspring.com).
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Surveying Merit Badge;
A recruitment tool par excellence
By Frank Lenik, PLS
There are few challenges facing the profession of land surveying today which
are as great as the need to revitalize our ranks with young and technologically savvy
individuals. We all recognize the aging of our colleagues but cannot seem to identify
the reasons for the lack of new blood coming into the field. New tools and technologies have been introduced, but the application of these tools to our methodologies has been slow.
One of the storied tools for education and outreach has been the Boy Scout Surveying Merit Badge. As
a former scout and scout leader, I recognize the value of the merit badge system as a way to introduce young
people to various fields as a way to encourage them to grow and learn about the world around them. I typically
attend a troop meeting or camporee to teach the scouts about the highlights of surveying and guide them through
the requirements for the badge.
Recently however, I was introduced to a new and exciting way to work with scouts to earn this merit
badge which I believe is a game changer. This idea was shared with me by the students at the Pennsylvania
State University in Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania. If you are unfamiliar with the school I will just say that it is one
of the premier Surveying Engineering institutions in the United States. PSU offers three options to its students, a
two year associate degree in Surveying Technology, a four year bachelor’s degree in Surveying Engineering and
a five year concurrent program which results in both a bachelor’s degree in Surveying Engineering and a bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering.
The Penn State model is really quite ingenious. Rather than teaching the scouts at some remote location
where their attention is easily diverted, the students and faculty invite local scout troops to visit their campus for
a Surveying Merit Badge day. The program is run by the surveying students themselves and includes a field
component, a computer lab component and a
barbecue prepared by the students.
The main strengths of the program are the peer
to peer sharing of the knowledge of our profession and the introduction of the Penn State
Surveying Engineering program to middle and
high school age youth who will soon be looking to enter into the higher education system.
What better emissaries of our field than those
who are young and excited about it and how
better to attract new students to our college
programs than to invite them in for hands on
experience.
As your liaison to the NSPS Young Surveyors
Network and Chairman of the Youth Outreach
subcommittee I challenge you to share this
idea with every educational institution in your
region. I further ask that you share with NSPS
any ideas which you have on how we can grow
and sustain our profession. I welcome your
comments and can be reached via email at
frank.lenik@me.com, via twitter @franklenik,
or on facebook at National Surveyors Week.
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(continued on page 12)
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Reviewed Minutes of the PSAN Board Meeting on September 18, 2015
(Subject to approval of the Board of Directors)
The PSAN Board Meeting on September 18, 2015 was held at the Chances “R” Restaurant in York,
Nebraska. The roll call was as follows: President Wayne Dietz (present), President—Elect Dan Martinez (present), Secretary Warren Headlee (present), Treasurer John Berry (present), Director Jeremy
Feusner (present), Director Jason Headley (present), Director Duane Katt (absent), Director Brian Langenberg (absent), Director Casey Sherlock (present), Director Matt Tinkham (present), State Surveyor
Steve Cobb (present), and Administrative Secretary Connie Arnold (absent). The June 19, 2015 Board
meeting minutes and the 2016 Budget were approved by the Board. Don Sorenson, financial advisor
with Edward Jones, gave a report regarding PSAN’s portfolio. The following Old Business was reported on: 2016 Winter Convention, the 2016 Summer Seminar, 2017 Winter Convention, revisions in
Constitution & By-laws, and the PSAN Insurance policy. The following items were discussed under
New Business: setting up a convention committee, the Advertising Committee, NSPS Young Surveyors Chapter, Connie Arnold’s annual raise review, and the Investment Committee. President Wayne
Dietz gave a report on getting nominations for Head Chainman Award and the NACO Convention in
Kearney on December 10, 2015. The following committees gave a report: nominations, education,
membership, and associate. The next meeting is planned for December.
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Support PSAN Sustaining Members
A&D Technical Supplies
4320 So. 89th St.
Omaha, NE 68127
Phone:402-592-4950 or 800-228-2753 (Omaha)
Phone: 402-474-5454 or 855-780-7977
(Lincoln)
E-mail:info@ADTechsupply.com
Website: www.ADTechsupply.com
Berntsen International, Inc.
P.O. Box 8670
Madison, WI 53708-8670
Phone: 800-518-0934
Website: www.berntsen.com
Carlson Software
102 W. 2nd Street
Maysville, KY 41056
Phone: 800-989-5028 or 606-564-5028
E-mail: info@carlsonsw.com
Website: www.carlsonsw.com

Seiler Instruments
6522 So. 118th Street
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-651-9735
E-mail: solutions@seilerinst.com
Terrametrix, LLC
4852 S. 133rd Street, Suite 105
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-618-1099
Website: www.terrametrix3d.com
Transit Works
6000 S. 58th St
Lincoln, NE 68516
Phone: 402-421-6100
Trimble
10368 Westmoor Drive
Westminster, CO 80021
Phone: 303-635-8419
Website: www.trible.com

Klein Survey Systems
1211 N. 10th St.
Lincoln, NE 68508-1126
Phone: 800-822-2711

Dear PSAN Members:
Articles and columns appearing in The Nebraska Surveyor are published as a
service to the members of the Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska
and the general public for the advancement of the land surveying profession.
It is time for you to get involved in YOUR publication through your articles, columns, pictures, and ideas. Please send all items of interest to the editor by email: Lschroeder@cableone.net or phone: 402-371-7400 or to the Administrative Secretary at email: PSAN@nebraskasurveyor.com, website:
www.nebraskasurveyor.com or phone: 402-870-1738 or 402-456-7370.
Your participation is greatly appreciated.
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Send me your best land-surveying-related photo and you could have it on the front cover of an
upcoming issue of The Nebraska Surveyor.
Guidelines: Must be a digital photo in a JPEG format
Must include your name & a short description of the photo
Must be taken in Nebraska
Prize:

1st Place will have their photo on the front cover of the Winter 2016 newsletter
2nd & 3rd Place winners will have their photos appear inside of the Winter 2016
newsletter

Deadline: December 1, 2015
Send to: Editor Sandy Maillie at Lschroeder@cableone.net
PSAN reserves the right to print all the photos entered in The Nebraska Surveyor and/or post on the
PSAN website (with appropriate credit).
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Historic Maps of Nebraska
The Borders of the State of Nebraska
The Nebraska Territory was formed with the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act on May 30, 1854
and included much of the land in the Northern portion of land that was acquired by the United States in
the Louisiana Purchase. The original boundaries of the territory were as follows: the North was the 49°
N (which is the U.S.-British North America border), the West was the Continental Divide in the Rocky
Mountains, on the East the border was the White Earth & Missouri Rivers, and on the South the 40° N
(current Nebraska-Kansas border). In the early 1860’s the Nebraska Territory was gradually whittled
down to become the shape of the current State of Nebraska.
The Colorado Territory, the first to be broken off of part of the Nebraska Territory, was formed on
February 28, 1861. Colorado Territory was created out of the Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, & Utah
Territories. The portion of Nebraska Territory that would become part of the Colorado Territory was
the land lying South of 41° N & West of 102°03’ W (25° W of Washington D.C.) which is where Julesburg, Boulder, and many mining districts & camps are located.
The next change to the borders of the Nebraska Territory came with the creation of Dakota Territory
on March 2, 1861. The Dakota Territory included all portions of Nebraska Territory lying North of the
43° N & the portion of present day Nebraska lying between the 43° N and the Keya Paha & Niobrara
Rivers. Also part of the Dakota Organic Act Nebraska Territory was given parts of Utah & Washington Territories – bounded by 41° N, 110°03’ W (33° W of Washington D.C.), 43° N & the Continental
Divide in present-day Southwestern Wyoming (this part of the territory actually came from the Oregon
Country in 1846).
The third major change in the shape of the border of the Nebraska Territory was from the formation of
the Idaho Territory on March 3, 1863. The Idaho Territory included all the portion of land lying West
of the 104°03’ W (27° W of Washington D.C.) that would eventually become part of the state of Wyoming.
In 1867, when Nebraska gained their statehood, the size of the state was about 20% of
what the territory started out as. The only
major change of boundaries after statehood
was in 1882 when the Dakota Territory transferred the land lying North of the Keya Paha
& Niobrara Rivers and South of the 43° N
(now part of Boyd County). Since then there
have been no changes to the borders of the
State of Nebraska except for any changes in
river beds.

Map of Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado, showing also the
Southern portion of Dacotah (Wyoming shown as attached
to Dacotah) published by Samuel Augustus Mitchell, Jr. in
1867. Courtesy of Library of Congress.
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2016 Winter Convention
Midtown Holiday Inn in Grand Island, Nebraska
January 28-29, 2016
Host: Casey Sherlock
2016 Summer Seminar
Halsey Forest; Halsey, Nebraska
July 15, 2016
Hosts: Boni Edwards and Jerry Penry
2017 Winter Convention
Eugene T. Mahoney State Park
January 26-27, 2017
Host: Jason Headley
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